**STOKES SEEDS**

**Must Have Vegetables**

---

**Jade II Bean**
- 60 day bean replacing Jade
- 6.5-7” dark green pods
- Excellent for freezing, shipping, and fresh market
- Good tolerance to CBMV

**Wyatt Bean**
- 54 days
- 5.7 inch dark green pods with size 4 sieve
- Tolerance to CBMV, HB, Brown Spot, Curly Top, and Common Blight

**Inspiration Bean**
- 56 day bean
- Excellent high quality dark green beans. 5.8” long, 3.5 sieve pods
- Very tender with exceptional eating quality
- High tolerance to CBMV, BCTV, and hot weather

**Emerald Jewel Broccoli**
- 70-90 days
- Use for late spring early summer or late fall harvests
- Crown cut type with small beads and smooth heads
- Tolerance to some races of Club Root

**BC-63 Cabbage**
- 54 days
- Blue-green coloured 6-7 ines solid round heads average 3 ½ lbs
- For fresh market
- No Yellows tolerance
**Gregorian Cabbage**
- 59 days
- Extra uniform CMS hybrid (free of inbreds)
- Solid round heads average 7”-3 ½ lb with nice green wrapper leaves
- No Yellows tolerance

**Hercules Cabbage**
- 75 days
- Jumbo flat heads are very uniform with excellent flavor
- Plants thrive under cold wet fall conditions and are tolerant to cracking
- Heads average 10” diameter and 5 lb in weight
- Great for cabbage rolls

**Adaptor Cabbage**
- 95 days
- Our best late season, fresh market, blue green high yielding cabbage
- Round 6-8” heads
- Interiors are very solid with short cores and can be used for cabbage rolls or coleslaw

**Blokter Cabbage**
- 112 days
- Eastern storage market type
- Large, very solid 8 lb round grey-green heads well protected with wrapper leaves
- High Fusarium tolerance & strong against thrips
- Compare to Amtrak

**Novator Cabbage**
- 110 days
- One of Syngenta’s most popular long storage European varieties
- Heads average 9 lbs and are tolerant to internal blackening, Tip Burn, and Fusarium Yellows
- This later storage type produces heads that store well

**Tendersnax Carrot**
- Smooth uniform Nantes x Imperator type that averages 6” at maturity
- Dark orange roots are cylindrical with a slight taper and blunt tips
- Eating quality is excellent
- Medium tops are strong with good disease tolerance to foliar disease
- Useful as a baby carrot or cello
Espresso Corn

- 70 day bicolor synergistic
- Excellent cold soil seed vigor
- Large 8 ½”ears, 14-16 rows with nice tip fill, blunt tips, and good dark green husk cover
- Tolerant to Rust and SW

Gourmet Sweet™ Brand

Gourmet Sweet™ Brand 2171

- 71 day
- Strong early season vigor
- Dark green husks with medium to tight husk protection
- Ears are well shaped, generally cylindrical, good rowing, good tip fill
- Bicolor with good kernel color contrast, 14-18 kernel rows
- 7.8”-8” in length

Gourmet Sweet Awesome

- 76 days
- Similar to Fanstastic but has improved husk cover and greater yield potential
- Ears are uniform, medium in length, cylindrical with rounded tip 7.5”-8” long
- Above average, straight 16-18 kernel rows
- Nice bicolor contrast and great taste

Gourmet Sweet™ Brand Stellar

- 77 day bicolor similar to Awesome for yield and strong single ear plants
- 8” ears with 16-18 rows
- Cobs have 274 kernel contrast
- Outstanding taste and tenderness.
- Good rust and Stewart’s Wilt tolerance

Gourmet Sweet™ Brand 274

- 74 day bicolor with extra large ear
- Great second early with good cold soil vigor
- Good husk and flag package
- Exceptional eating quality

Gourmet Sweet™ Brand 2873

- 75 days.
- Outstanding multi tolerances to common rust with new rust Rp/1G gene.
- Bicolored, cylindrical ears have dark green husks that average 8 inches in length, blunt well filled tips, 16-18 very straight rows and tender, very sweet kernels.
- Single ear 6 ft plants pick easy. Short shanks pack well.
Supersweet 1267

- 69 day yellow Sh2
- A major improvement in regular Sh2 breeding.
- Large 8 3/4” ears with 16 rows
- Better cold soil emergence than most Sh2’s
- Plants average 6 ft, ear height 26”, producing single ears with medium to dark green husks

Gourmet Sweet™ Brand

1673

- 75 day yellow gourmet sweet
- 8 1/4” ears with 14-18 rows of sweet, tender kernels
- Very dark green husks that snap easy
- Yellow conversion of Fantastic

Gourmet Sweet™ Brand

Vision

- 75 day yellow high quality yellow gourmet sweet with great flavor
- 8 1/4” ears with 16-18 rows of very tender kernels
- Plants are strong and have dark green husk and some tolerance to SCLB and SW

Sassy Cucumber

- 53 day uniform cylindrical, dark green fruit with extra length
- LD ration 3.0-3.1
- Fruit are slightly tapered and have excellent interiors
- Good tolerances to CMV, ALS, ANTH, and Scab
- Moderate tolerances to PM and DM

Zapata Cucumber

- Main season(56 days)
- Cylindrical dark green fruit with LD ratio of 3.0-3.1 and excellent uniformity
- Tolerant to CMV, ANTH, ALS, PM, DM, WMV, ZYMV, PRSV, and Scab

Puccini

- 53 days. Parthenocarpic type hybrid pickle with North American spines and appearance.
- Medium length vines. Excellent fruit quality for salt fermentation.
- Uniform L/D ratio of 3.0 to 1 shape.
- Suitable skin texture for mechanical harvesting and shipping.
- Good extreme heat tolerance. Tolerant to ANTH and SCAB with intermediate tolerance to ALS and CMV.
- Must be isolated from regular cucumbers & pickles.
Apollo Pumpkin
- 100 days.
- Large 14 x 12 inch dark orange 18-32 lb globe shaped pumpkin.
- Excellent handles, medium ribbing.
- PM Tolerance

Gladiator Pumpkin
- Excellent colour, good yields, and vigorous plant
- Fruit average 20-30 lbs
- Strong handles
- PM Tolerance

Magic Wand Pumpkin
- Newest addition in the Magic Lantern class
- Attractive round to slightly flat 13-25 lb pumpkin
- Skin is dark orange with heavy ribbing
- Handle is large and firmly rooted
- Powdery mildew tolerant

Neon Pumpkin
- The quickest pumpkin to ripen
- Uniform 7-8 lbs – the fruit are perfect small jack-o-lanterns
- Wide, black stem
- Plant habit is semi-bush

Field Trip Pumpkin
- 5-7 lb round flat, ribbed fruit are deep orange
- Very uniform in shape & size
- Distinctive long handle
- Intermediate tolerance to Powdery Mildew 5
- Long, slim handles make it great for school trips
- Uniform ribbed, flat shape, deep orange colour
- PM tolerance

Primo Red Tomato
- 65 days. Our best early
- Very firm, smooth extra large fruit. 8 ½ oz
- Provides an excellent vine ripe jumbo for early markets
- Can be used for row crops, short stake crops, or high tunnels
Red Deuce Tomato

- 74 day large 10 oz globe shape
- Uniform ripening fruit mature to a deep red colour
- Excellent eating quality
- Determinate plants are strong with good foliage cover, heat tolerance, and good yield

Scarlet Red Tomato

- 74 day deep globe type with good shelf life
- Firm, great tasting flesh has crimson gene to give it dark red colour
- Vigorous determinate plant provides good fruit cover and excellent yields

Thank You